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Bits-to-Symbol Mappings for Superposition Coding

Based HARQ Systems

Tumula V. K. Chaitanya and Erik G. Larsson

Abstract—We consider the mapping of bits-to-superimposed
constellation symbols in terms of the achievable rate on the
channel for the HARQ system using superposition coding as
proposed in [2]. We show that using a Gray mapping of bits-to-
superimposed constellation symbols has better performance than
the conventional natural mapping that results from superposition
in signal space, for all the values of the superposition ratio. We
also show through link-level simulations that the predicted gains
in terms of achievable rate can be realized in practice using LDPC
codes. Furthermore, we show that the optimal superposition ratio
for the Gray mapping case results in conventional higher order
constellation symbols after the superposition operation.

Index Terms—Superposition coding, bits-to-symbol mapping,
hybrid ARQ.

I. INTRODUCTION

Superposition coding originally proposed in [1] for additive

white Gaussian noise (AWGN) broadcast channels has found

many applications recently in the wireless communications

field. In many applications, superposition coding is used to

utilize the resources more efficiently. Generally, superposition

of two or more users data can be done in many ways, from

superposition in signal (Euclidean) space as in [2], [3] to

algebraic network coding as in [4]. In [2], a new hybrid-

automatic repeat request (HARQ) scheme was proposed based

on superposition coding in the signal space. In this scheme,

if a packet was received in error, it is retransmitted in the

next timeslot superimposed on top of a new data packet. By

contrast, in conventional retransmission schemes, an erroneous

packet is transmitted alone in the next timeslot. The advantage

of superposition of a new data packet along with an erroneous

previously transmitted data packet is that the resources are

utilized in a more efficient manner. However the superposi-

tion operation also introduces inter-packet-interference (IPI).

Even with IPI, this new retransmission scheme was shown

to perform better in terms of link-layer throughput than a

conventional HARQ scheme.

Related Work and Contributions: Previously, bits-to-

symbol mappings have been extensively studied for differ-

ent scenarios: for trellis-coded modulation in [5], for bit-

interleaved coded modulation (BICM) with iterative decoding

in [6] and for multiple packet transmissions in [7]. As for

our knowledge, none of the previous works addresses the

bits-to-symbol mappings when multiple packets of data are

transmitted together using superposition coding in the context
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Figure 1. System model for HARQ system using superposition coding.

of a HARQ system. Hence in this work, we consider an incre-

mental redundancy based HARQ system using superposition

coding as in [2]. Instead of using a linear mapping from

the modulation symbols of the individual data packets to the

superimposed constellation symbols (this results in the natural

labeling of the bits in the superimposed constellation) as done

in [2], we consider a non-linear mapping which results in a

Gray mapping of bits from from the original data packets to

the superimposed constellation symbols.

We compare these two bits-to-superimposed constellation

symbol mappings in terms of the achievable rate on an additive

white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. We show that using a

non-linear mapping which results in a Gray mapping of bits-

to-superimposed constellation symbols provides a considerable

gain in terms of the achievable rate for the HARQ system with

superposition coding relative to the original technique in [2].

We also show that the predicted gains for the achievable rate

can be realized in practice using LDPC codes.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we describe the system model for the

HARQ system using superposition coding. We consider a

point-to-point communication link with HARQ, in which

an erroneous message is retransmitted along with a new

message using superposition coding [2]. We consider a

HARQ scheme which allows only one additional retrans-

mission for an erroneously received data packet and also

assume that all the transmitted messages utilize one addi-

tional retransmission as in [2]. The system model is shown

in Fig. 1, where w1,w2 ∈ W =
{

1, 2, · · ·2⌈2nR⌉
}

denote

a new message and a retransmitted message which was

received in error, respectively. These messages are encoded

by an encoder (ϕ : W → Sn
1 × Sn

2 ) to obtain the codewords

c2n (w1) , c
2n (w2) ∈ C. The set C =

{

c2n (w)
}2

⌈2nR⌉

w=1
=

{

c2n (1) , c2n (2) , · · · , c2n
(

2⌈2nR⌉
)}

denotes the codebook
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(c) Natural mapping of bits-to-superimposed symbols for the signal space superposition of 4-PAM constellations.
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(d) One possible Gray mapping for superposition of 4-PAM constellations.

Figure 2. Two different bits-to-symbol mappings for superposition coding of two packets.

and each codeword has length 2n. A codeword correspond-

ing to a given message i consists of two parts, c2n (i) =
[cn1 (i) c

n
2 (i)] , ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ 2⌈2nR⌉, where cn1 (i) , c

n
2 (i) denote

the first and the second part of the codeword c2n (i) respec-

tively. We assume that the entries of all the codewords in C
come from a finite-size PAM constellation.1 Specifically, we

assume that BPSK or 4-PAM modulation per real dimension is

used for the data packets (before the superposition operation).2

We also assume that the components of the codewords take on

the signal points in the constellation with equal probability.

During the transmission, the transmitter picks the first part

of the codeword corresponding to a new message and the

second part of the codeword corresponding to a retransmitted

message. The codeword parts corresponding to a new message

and a retransmitted message are multiplied with scalar con-

stants
√
1− γ and

√
γ respectively, where γ (superposition

ratio) denotes the fraction of power used for the codeword

part corresponding to a retransmitted message. A mapping

function f (., .) operates on the codeword parts (corresponding

to a new message and a retransmitted message) to from xn,

which will be sent on the channel in n channel uses. The

mapping function operates on the components of codewords

independently. For the signal space superposition considered in

[2], f (., .) is a simple algebraic addition operation. Assuming

BPSK and 4-PAM modulation for the codeword parts, and

with f (., .) being algebraic addition operation, we obtain the

superimposed constellation symbols defined by:

S4 ,

{

s1 , −

√

1− γ −
√
γ, s2 , −

√

1− γ +
√
γ,

1Even though, we assumed that the entries of the first and the second
parts of the codeword come from the same finite size PAM constellation,
one can also think of superposition coding based HARQ scheme for other
possible scenarios as well. For example, the entries of the first part of
codeword can come 4-PAM constellation and the components of the second
part can come from BPSK constellation. With this model, in each time
slot, retransmitted data packet consisting of BPSK modulation symbols is
superimposed on an original data packet consisting of 4-PAM modulation
symbols. The superimposed constellation in this case consists of 8 signal
points.

2This idea can be extended to 2-dimensional constellations like M-QAM
and M-PSK.

s3 ,
√

1− γ −
√
γ, s4 ,

√

1− γ +
√
γ
}

, and (1)

S16 ,

{

s1,−

√

1− γx1 −
√
γx1, s2,−

√

1− γx1 −
√
γx2

, · · · , s16 ,
√

1− γx1 +
√
γx1

}

respectively, where x1 =
√
0.8+

√
0.2 and x2 =

√
0.8−

√
0.2.

Note that the algebraic addition of the codeword compo-

nents results in the conventional natural mapping of bits-to-

superimposed symbols as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c).

In order to look at the other mapping functions f (., .)
which can result in a better performance of the superposition

coded HARQ scheme, we consider all possible mappings

from the modulation symbols (bits) of the data packets to the

superimposed symbols in (1). In the following, we first assume

BPSK for the modulation of packets before the superposition

operation. Our objective is to find an optimal mapping of bits

(b1b2) ∈ {00, · · · , 11} onto the modulation symbols of S4

in terms of maximizing the achievable rate on the channel.3

In this case, there are a total of 4! = 24 possible mappings of

which 12 are redundant (replacing bit ’1’ with bit ’0’ and vice

versa) in terms of mutual information. The set of all possible

mappings for (s1, s2, s3, s4) to be considered are:

(I) (00, 01, 10, 11) ; (II) (00, 01, 11, 10) ; (III) (00, 10, 01, 11) ;

(IV) (00, 10, 11, 01) ; (V) (00, 11, 01, 10) ; (VI) (00, 11, 10, 01) ;

(VII) (01, 00, 10, 11) ; (VIII) (01, 00, 11, 10) ; (IX) (01, 10, 00, 11) ;

(X) (01, 10, 11, 00) ; (XI) (01, 11, 00, 10) ; (XII) (01, 11, 10, 00) ;

Mapping (I) corresponds to the conventional natural mapping.

Any mapping other than the mapping (I) for the superimposed

symbols can be seen as a non-linear mapping f (., .) from

the modulation symbols (bits) in the original data packets

to the superimposed symbols. For a given mapping, let

d = (d1, d2, d3) denote the number of bit position changes

from one symbol to the next symbol in the superimposed

3In this work, we are not interested in finding the optimal encoding and
decoding strategies. We assume that we have a channel code which works for
the scenario described in Section II.



constellation. The mappings (II) , (IV) , (VII) and (XII) de-

note the possible Gray mappings with d = (1, 1, 1) and

they are equivalent in the sense of mutual information (to

be precise, they have the same R (γ) as defined in Section

III). Similarly, the mappings (I) , (III) , (VIII) and (XI) are

equivalent with d = (1, 2, 1) and so are the mappings

(V) , (VI) , (IX) and (X) with d = (2, 1, 2).
With the superposition of 4-PAM constellations, there

are in total 16!

2
different mappings for (b1b2b3b4) ∈

{0000, · · · , 1111} onto the symbols in S16. Since it is mathe-

matically intractable to group these combinations in terms of

bit position changes from one symbol to the next symbol, and

it has also been verified that the performance of the mapping

group with d = (2, 1, 2) is inferior to the performance of

the other two mapping groups for the BPSK superposition

case, we consider only two bits-to-superimposed constellation

symbol mappings in this study: The natural mapping as shown

in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c) and the Gray mapping as shown in

Figs. 2(b) and 2(d). Note that γ = 1

5
for BPSK and γ = 1

17

for 4-PAM results in uniform 4-PAM and uniform 16-PAM

constellations after the superposition operation in Fig. 2.4

We study the performance of these two bits-to-superimposed

symbol mappings in terms of the achievable rate. Assuming

an AWGN channel as in Fig. 1, the received signal at the

destination in each channel use can be written as (we drop the

channel use index for notational convenience):

y = x+ z, (2)

where x ∈ S4 and z denotes an AWGN sample with z ∼
CN

(

0, σ2

d

)

. Note that E
∣

∣x2
∣

∣ = 1 by design. We define the

average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as SNR ,
E|x2|
σ2

d

= 1

σ2

d

.

On the receiver side, when demodulating the symbols, we

treat the symbols corresponding to a retransmitted message

as interference (nuisance) for which no side information is

available. While obtaining the soft information for the bits

corresponding to the erroneous packet, we do not use soft

decoder output from the previous timeslot to aid the demodu-

lation during the current timeslot. One could however think of

iterative-detection based schemes where the soft information

from the previous data blocks are used to aid the demodulation

during the current timeslot.

III. ACHIEVABLE RATE ANALYSIS

In this section, we derive expressions for the achievable

rate on the channel both for the natural mapping and the Gray

mapping of bits-to-superimposed symbols for the superposi-

tion coding based HARQ system described in Section II.

Assuming BPSK modulated data packets, we compute the

total mutual information in terms of bits per channel use (bpcu)

at the destination after the allowed additional retransmission.5

The achievable rate on the channel after two timeslots is the

4We use Gray mapping of the bits onto the 4-PAM constellation before the
superposition operation to obtain the superimposed 16-PAM constellation.

5When we refer to bpcu values in this work, they correspond to bits per
channel use per real dimension.

same as the total mutual information of the two bits (corre-

sponding to the new data packet bit and the retransmitted data

packet bit) sent on the channel in two successive timeslots.

We can express it in terms of bpcu as:

R (γ) =
1

2
[Iγ (y; b1 (x)) + Iγ (y; b2 (x))] , (3)

where x ∈ S4. Iγ (y; b1 (x)) and Iγ (y; b2 (x)) are the mutual

information values at the destination during two successive

timeslots corresponding to a given message. The maximum

achievable rate on the channel can be written as:

R∗ = max
γ

R (γ) . (4)

For notational convenience, we denote the bits of a superim-

posed constellation symbol as bk instead of bk (x). Since the

bit bk is equally likely to be 0 or 1, for k = 1 and 2, we can

write:

Iγ (y; bk)=
1

2

[

ˆ 1
∑

m=0

f (y|bk = m) log2

(

f (y|bk = m)

f (y)

)

dy

]

(5)

Now writing the conditional distributions for the received

signal, for the natural mapping case, we have:

f (y|b1 = 0) = (f (y|s1) + f (y|s2)) /2
f (y|b1 = 1) = (f (y|s3) + f (y|s4)) /2 (6)

f (y|b2 = 0) = (f (y|s1) + f (y|s3)) /2
f (y|b2 = 1) = (f (y|s2) + f (y|s4)) /2

and for the Gray mapping case, we have:

f (y|b1 = 0) = (f (y|s1) + f (y|s2)) /2
f (y|b1 = 1) = (f (y|s3) + f (y|s4)) /2 (7)

f (y|b2 = 0) = (f (y|s1) + f (y|s4)) /2
f (y|b2 = 1) = (f (y|s2) + f (y|s3)) /2

Also,

f (y) =
1

4

4
∑

l=1

f (y|sl) , (8)

f (y|sl)=
1

√

2πσ2
d

exp

(

− (y − sl)
2

2σ2
d

)

for l ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} (9)

As we can see from (6) and (7), f (y|b1 = m) for m = 0
and 1 is the same for both the natural mapping and the Gray

mapping. Hence, we have the same Iγ (y; b1) for both the

mappings. Note that the distributions in (6), (7) and (8) are

Gaussian mixture distributions. An analysis can be done for

other modulation schemes as well by writing similar expres-

sions for the conditional probabilities. In particular, similar

expressions can be written out for the case of 4-PAM baseline

modulation, but we omit that here due to space limitations.
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Figure 3. Plot showing the performance comparison of natural mapping with
the Gray mapping for the superposition of BPSK constellations.
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IV. RESULTS

In this section, we present numerical results for the HARQ

system using superposition coding described in Section II.

Since the mutual information expressions presented in this

work involve Gaussian mixture distributions, we used Monte-

Carlo integration to obtain the results.

Fig. 3 shows the results for the superposition of BPSK

constellations. In Fig. 3(a), we plot average SNR in dB

required for an achievable rate of 0.5 bpcu both for the

natural mapping and the Gray mapping cases. From the Fig.

3(a), we see that, for all the values of superposition ratio

0.05 ≤ γ ≤ 0.45, Gray mapping has better performance than

the natural mapping. The optimal choice of γ for the natural

mapping and the Gray mapping turned out to be 0.15 and 0.2

respectively, and the gain of using Gray mapping over natural

mapping for optimal γ is 1.2 dB. We can also observe from

Figure 3(a) that as γ approaches 0.5, the average SNR required

for R (γ) to reach 0.5 bpcu rapidly increases for the natural

mapping case. This can be explained by considering Fig. 2(a),

from which we see that when γ = 0.5, the mutual information

that can be obtained each with bits b1 and b2 is upper bounded
by 0.5 bpcu. By contrast, with the Gray mapping (see Fig

2(b)), we can still obtain a mutual information of 0.5 bpcu

and 1 bpcu each with bits b1 and b2 respectively (for the Gray

mapping case, even when γ = 0.5, one can decode the bit b2
without any uncertainty).

Fig. 3(b) shows the result for the maximum achievable

rate R∗ as a function of the average SNR for both the

natural mapping and the Gray mapping cases. Fig. 3(c) shows

a simulated link-level performance comparison of the Gray

mapping and the natural mapping using a systematic (3, 6)-
LDPC code (rate 1/2) with a block size of 10000 bits.6 During

the first transmission, we transmit the systematic part of the

codeword and during the retransmission phase, we transmit

only the parity bits in an incremental redundancy fashion.

We used BPSK modulation before the superposition operation.

Note that this corresponds to a spectral efficiency of 0.5 bpcu.

As we can can see from the figure, at a frame-error-rate (FER)

of 10−2, Gray mapping with optimal superposition ratio has

a performance gain of 1.12 dB over the natural mapping

with optimal superposition ratio. This empirically observed

gain matches very well with the prediction from the mutual

information analysis.

For the superposition of 4-PAM constellations, the results

are shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4(a), we compare the average

SNR required in dB to attain an achievable rate of 1 bpcu

for both the natural mapping and the Gray mapping. We

can observe from the figure that, as γ approaches 0.5, the

required average SNR value increases both for the natural

mapping and the Gray mapping. For the 4-PAM case, the

optimal superposition ratio value for the natural mapping and

the Gray mapping case is 0.029 and 0.059 respectively. The

6We choose these parameters for our simulation as it is well known that
LPDC codes with very large block sizes can operate close to theoretical
Shannon capacity limit [8].

gain for the Gray mapping case with optimal γ is 1.1 dB over

the natural mapping case with optimal γ. Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)

show the maximum achievable rate and the link-level FER

performance for the natural mapping and the Gray mapping

with optimum superposition ratio values. We can see from

4(c) that the predicted gain of 1.1 dB at 1 bpcu for the Gray

mapping can be realized in practice with an LDPC code.7

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We considered the mapping of bits-to-superimposed con-

stellation symbols for a HARQ system using superposition

coding of the type proposed in [2]. The use of Gray mapping

of bits-to-superimposed symbols provides a considerable gain

over the natural mapping case in terms of the achievable rate.

We also demonstrated through link-level simulation results

that the predicted gains can be realized in practice using

LDPC codes. The optimal superposition ratio γ∗ for a HARQ

system using BPSK modulation and Gray mapping of bits-

to-superimposed symbols is 0.2. This value of γ∗ results

in uniform 4-PAM constellation points for the superimposed

constellation symbols. Similarly, a 4-PAM modulated HARQ

system using superposition coding with one additional retrans-

mission has an optimal superposition ratio of γ∗ = 0.059 and

this value results in uniform 16-PAM constellation points for

the superimposed constellation.

In our present work, the receiver did not use iterative

decoding between different parts of the codeword received

in different time slots. We plan to extend the optimization of

bits-to-superimposed symbol mappings for the case of iterative

decoding at the receiver, and this may potentially lead to

different optimal mappings.
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